“Red Rumors” and Capitalist Lies!

The New York Times of December 24th, 1931, says that the Times has received a letter from the Commerical Club of Chicago, stating that the newspaper is being sued by the Chicago Board of Trade
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MILWAUKEE HUNGRY TO MARCH ON

Supports Demand for City Unemployment Relief

By A. J. FOSTER

The Milwaukee Hunger Marchers are the first of several hunger marches that will be held in the United States. The march will start on Wednesday, December 27th, at 3 p.m. at the corner of Wisconsin Avenue and 7th Street, and will proceed north on Wisconsin Avenue to the State Capitol, where the marchers will hold a meeting. The march is expected to attract a large crowd, and the police will be on hand to maintain order.

TAMMANY ROBBERS FEAR LIEUT. ROOSEVELT

False Rumor about the Robber's Inn

By J. R. SMITH

The Tammany robbers have been afraid of the exposure of their crimes, and have attempted to cover up their tracks by spreading false rumors. The lie about the Tammany robbers and the Robber's Inn has been widely circulated, and the public has been misled by the Tammany robbers.

DEPUTOS TO PUT UP DEMAND

To See Mayor Walker Monday; Fight

By J. B. SMITH

The demand for city unemployment relief has been met with resistance by the mayor. The demanders are to put up their demands on Monday, December 27th, at the office of the mayor, and the mayor will then decide whether or not to grant the demand.

JEBBOSS ESCORVANEEF'S OFFER SELF FOR SALE

By J. B. SMITH

The offer to sell self for sale has been met with resistance by the demanders. The demanders are to put up their demands on Monday, December 27th, at the office of the mayor, and the mayor will then decide whether or not to grant the demand.

DOROSONS MEET CALLED IN

Boro Park Depositors to Resist Eviction of Jobless Family

By J. B. SMITH

The demand for city unemployment relief has been met with resistance by the mayor. The demanders are to put up their demands on Monday, December 27th, at the office of the mayor, and the mayor will then decide whether or not to grant the demand. The mayor has been afraid of the exposure of his crimes, and has attempted to cover up his tracks by spreading false rumors.

Workers! Don't Starve! Fight! Hunger Lines Keep on Growing

Workers' Children Send Pennies Saved for $30,000 Fund; Take Up the Challenge!

By A. J. FOSTER

Again the Daily Worker appears, but the telephone bills, power bills, and rent remain unpaid. The day in New York City has helped pull through from day to day, and the workers are facing a serious economic crisis. The workers are being forced to pay for the cost of living, and are being forced to pay for the cost of production. The workers are being forced to pay for the cost of the war.

The General Executive Board of the Needle Trades Workers' Union has called a meeting to support the Daily Worker in the emergency drive. The union has decided to make a special collection for the Daily Worker, and the collection will be held on Wednesday, December 27th, at the union hall.

The response from other cities than New York is beginning to show that the workers are determined to fight the deficit, however, the length of time it takes to send in deficients the actual realization of the Daily Worker.

Workers, Don't Starve! Fight! Hunger Lines Keep on Growing

The Daily Worker is the voice of the working class, and the workers are determined to fight the deficit. The workers are being forced to pay for the cost of production, and are being forced to pay for the cost of the war. The workers are being forced to pay for the cost of the depression.

Grift Scares Start Monday

The Daily Worker is the voice of the working class, and the workers are determined to fight the deficit. The workers are being forced to pay for the cost of production, and are being forced to pay for the cost of the war. The workers are being forced to pay for the cost of the depression.

Chuck: "We need a new system, a system that provides for the working-class man and woman. We need a system that provides for the working-class man and woman, and we need a system that provides for the working-class man and woman."
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